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Scions of Stone is a gargoyle-themed player sourcebook containing six new gargoyle breeds for
the Pathfinder RPG.The book is intended to fuel a new breed of player character (literally) either
in a stand-alone setting, or as part of a new campaign. It has everything you would need as a
GM or PC (races, feats, spells, magic items, enemies, and a sample settlement) if you wanted to
stitch together an adventure arc or campaign centered around gargoyles. As a player, you can
simply drag and drop any one of the six new gargoyle variant races within to your existing game
and unveil the hidden breeds.There are six significantly different gargoyle races, along with
layers of familial and social complexity. There are the common Awakened gargoyles, the Infernal
Trumeau, the massive Vossoui, the swift Crenelet, the draconic Lesene and the monstrous
Betes. There are mysteries and conflicts even within the knowledge of the gargoyle races,
allowing an aspiring GM to expand on what is offered, or take things in a direction of their own
choosing.Each race is fully developed with a total of 98 pages of content! There are tons of new
gargoyle-themed feats, abilities, traits, archetypes, spells, magical items and factions! Even a
gargoyle paragon class. All of the content is hyperlinked to the d20pfsrd.com website for your
convenience of use and extensively bookmarked.The content is intended on expanding the play
opportunities for a GM and PCs alike, who are looking to take Pathfinder to the limit, and then
ask for more. On shadowed wing, these are the Scions of Stone!
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975INTRODUCTIONGargoyles are a part of real-world cultureand art in a way which has always
mystifiedme. They are frequently associated withplaces of worship, and occasionally
serveutilitarian purposes in architecture anddrainage. In fantasy, gargoyles have hadmany



instantiations, but in RPG’s they generally are delegated to the role of a minder. One of them,
Orlock (in a very different instantiation than you will read about later) became a demigod after
discovering a set of bagpipes cursed by a banshee, which was intended to age the player to
death, but for the gargoyle, became a source of nearendless power. When he was confronted by
my then-campaigning playgroup in the pinnacle of an arc, he had six arms, each with a
sharpness attack, and could stun withless horrible monster.his wing buffet. The fourth round of
comThis changes now.Somewhere between the Gargoyles animated series, the Gargoyle’s
Quest seriesof video games (which Capcom built off ofa model rendered for their genre-
changingGhosts N’ Goblins game), there seemed tobe an opportunity for growth in the
monster’s depth.The ever-revered and oft-reviled Tomb ofHorrors featured a four-armed
gargoyle illustration plate, created by David A. Trampier. This became a seeding point for me.
Ifgargoyles were naturally occurring, why allthe strange anatomy and behavior? It madebat, after
the party fighter had had both his arms taken off, I permanently traumatized one of my players by
having the gargoyle hone in on him, and rather than dispatching him quickly with his obsidian
claws, he beat the character to death wielding the severed limbs of the fighter as improvised
bludgeoning weapons.This book, however, goes in an opposite direction from all that. There is a
potential for a rich social and cultural tapestrybuilt around gargoyles, who seem trapped
somewhere between an infernal creation, a runaway construct, and a weird earthbased race that
flies for some unimaginablesense to me that gargoyles were runawayconstructs, but if they
were, how wouldthey reproduce? This was the gist of a wonderful B reel from the early 1970’s
entitledGargoyles (recommended with caution). Itmade an impression on me in my youth,and
crossed over into my world building asit evolved. I developed an entire campaignaround
gargoyles, their creators, and howimmortality crossed with soullessness and adrive for
companionship and the ability toreproduce.My monstrous gargoyles are very nasty,evolving not
just cunning, but deadly, mutations and horrible abilities as they grew oldreason. You will see
flavor and ideas lifted from many places, but my hope is that what you are left with is a unique
spin on what is often used as a fairly cookie-cutter monster.As a word around mechanics to
players and GM’s alike – gargoyles are powerful (~ a 20 point monstrous humanoid race, via the
creation rules outlined in the ARG), but they have a sharp backswing. As all monstrous
characters do, they have the distinct disadvantage of being targeted as a foe at first glance.
These elements are a challenge for the GM and the player alike, and they should be carefully
considered before hitting the table. The gargoyles outlined inthis supplement may fit into a mixed
party with experienced players, or provide a neat piece of unique flavor for a story arc or
campaign quest. Creating a group of all gargoyle players allows for an exploration of some of the
elements detailed in the latter half of this text, within which lies more than one idea for an
aspiring GM looking for a backdrop in which to tell that tale, if you do not already have such a
backdrop in mind.I hope you enjoy.never told but once a year was of the First Making.Mays had
been telling the story for almost sixty years, and more than a few whispers wondered if this
would be his last. Even more wondered whether there was truth to the story. Mays was easily the



oldest person in Lock’s End, and seemed to be as permanent a fixture as the Ruins outside of
town.-Bernie McCormickBLOQ AND TAKELBy Rick CoxOld Mays Culpepper shifted in his
chairbefore the fire. His rapt audience of children watched with undisguised excitement.Every
year, Mays told the story of the Ruinsof Lock’s End and how the holiday knownas The Making
started. The Making startedout as a local holiday, but in the past fewThe old man picked up his
pipe and tamped in a ball of tobacco. He lit the pipe with a match. He patted his vest and
pockets absently, as if looking for something.“Now where did I put my glasses?” Mays used his
stage whisper, watching the children giggle. He saw the grins of the gathering audience. There
were maybe thirty people in the taproom already. He had his oldest boy, Warrick, move some of
the tables out to make room for his audience. Mays smiled and shot a wink to the children sitting
onthe floor around him.His old eyes caught movement by the door and his smile faltered. A
towering figure in decades, developed a following, and evenan overly large hat and cloak had
come in. had pilgrims that came each year. It becamea festival of sorts, with all the pilgrims
wearing large coats and oversized hats, withmasks underneath. Old Mays was there forthe First
Making, or so he tells all the children.Mays shifted in his seat and sighed theatrically. He looked
around the taproom at allthe children (and goodly amount of adults,too) that crowded the Bloq
and Takel inn.Mays was known for his playful grouchinessabout the town, and since he retired
as innkeeper, he would sit around the taproomand tell story after story. The only story heThe
echoes of soft rain crept through the door. More of the pilgrims show up each year for his story.
Tonight, there were at least a dozen, holding to the shadows.Right on time, Mays thought. Each
year, it rained at exactly the same time on The Making. No one, save Mays, knew why, and he
wasn’t going to tell.A small figure had added itself onto the back of the gaggle of children. A
heavy brown robe was draped over its short body; the hood peaked on its head. Mays
smiled.The children, misunderstanding his smile, giggled and inched closer. Mays looked once
again at the broad figure with the large hat. An almost imperceptible nod was his response. Mays
sighed. He was glad that his sweet Aleana had passed seven winters ago. It had been too long
since he’d looked upon her fair face.He took a deep drink of his mulled wine, and started his last
telling of the story of The Making.creeping ivy, the flowers in the shadow of The Ruins were as
large as a man’s fist, and those that saw the sun could dwarf a man’s head. He was determined
to get the largest rose in bloom. Aleana would have no choice but to choose him over the
trader’s son after that.He tossed his head to get his dripping hair out of his eyes. He continued to
climb, searching for foot and handholds in places“Back when I was just a lad, I decided I was
going to marry the fairest lass in the area. First, though, I had to get just the right gift to win her
heart…”The rocks were slick beneath Mays fingers. The steady rain had turned the dust to mud,
crumbling away beneath his tenuous grip. His hand slipped, and he hung, suspended over the
opening for a long moment. He swung back and caught a grip a bit farther down. His heart beat
in his throat. Had he fallen, he would have smashed to the ground below, dying instantly if he
was lucky.most couldn’t reach. Mays was the tallestin the town, his head a hand’s span beneath
seven feet. With an explosive burst ofbreath, he hauled himself onto an outcropping of stone.



Flat on his back, he let thelight rain spiral downward onto his face.His muscles ached, but his
mind flew. Hehad climbed higher than anyone else everhad, and he could keep going!Mays
rolled over onto his belly and lookedover the edge. The patterns along theoutside of the ruins
marked the remnantsof stairs. He was easily fifty feet off theground. Here the roses that peeked
throughthe walls were large, but not large enough.the crumbling remains of a tower or
castle.The Ruins had sat on the outskirts of Lock’sEnd for as long as the town could remember.
All the teenagers in the town came toThe Ruins to see the strange and wondrousremnants left
behind. The central chamberof the Ruins was filled with amazing floraand fauna whose colors
ran across the rainbow. No one could identify what some ofthe flowers were, and those that were
recognizable grew to such gigantic proportionsthey were considered unnatural.Today, Mays was
reaching for a rose. A rosebush grew alongside and up the tower likeMays was climbing the
interior of The Ruins,He caught movement down below, weaving through the brush. The figure
moved slowly, its large shape struggling to slip through the foliage without disturbing anything. A
large hat covered its features and gloved hands moved stems and branches away. A high,
piercing whistle sounded and a rock skipped down from below Mays to glance off the other
figure’s shoulder.“Liant curse you! Why must you always play games!” The voice boomed and
echoed throughout the stone. The figure turned its head up and Mays gasped. The figure had an
ugly, twisted face. It pointed a finger up, and Mays’ heart almost stopped. A voicebelow him
chuckled.“Relax, Bloq. I’m sorry. I didn’t mean for it to hit you.” Mays held his breath, afraid that
they would discover his presence.Bloq shook his head and muttered to himself. He continued to
move forward through the natural garden. The other voice seemed to move as well.escaped his
lips and leapt into the open air as well. Bloq’s head turned up sharply towards the sound. Mays
locked eyes with him for a second and knew he was caught. He pulled his head back and stood
up.Panicked, he started to move, looking for a place to hide. He moved through the partial
structure of a hallway that led into a previously undiscovered area of the Ruins.“Do you really
think this is the place? We’vesent out explorers everywhere.” “A human!” Bloq cried from
below.Bloq shook his massive head again.“Look at the flowers here, Tak. The residualmagic is
strong enough to warp nature. Theenergy that courses through these plants islife magic, and
very powerful. I think weare on to something here. Keep an eye outfor any Stone.”Mays heard the
inference in the words. Hecontinued to watch. He saw a smaller figure below him moving with
ease over therough and broken stone. The figure hit adead end.“Nothing else up here, Bloq.
Watch out beTo Mays’ panicked ear, he heard a violent growl punctuate the simple statement.
Blood pounding in his ears, Mays moved without thinking, winding deeper into the structure.
When his fear died down, Mays found himself in front of a rotted wooden door. He pushed on the
door, and with a sharp crack, he fell inward.Mays found himself in a large chamber. There were
no windows, but a soft goldenlight shone through. Small piles of golden rock lay strewn about,
covered with dust and moss.Gold! Mays mind cried out, and he ran toThe small figure leapt off
into the open air,and started to plummet. Mays bit back ascream. The poor fellow was going to
splatter all over the ground!The figure fell for a few feet then spread itsarms. The sound of



leather snapping tautechoed. Flaps of skin beneath the smallerfigures arms caught the air,
allowing himto glide down. The figure banked to theleft, and started a slow spiral down to
theground.Mays couldn’t contain his surprise. A gasplow!”the nearest pile. He dropped to his
kneesand started to wipe the moss and grime away. His heart fell as he realized that he wasn’t
holding gold or any riches untold. It was a smooth stone, with veins of gold and silver shot
through it. Mays frowned as he realized it was warm to the touch.“By Orlock’s wisdom, look at
this.” The voice of the smaller figure, Tak, said from the doorway. Mays stood up, clutching the
stone.“Peace, boy. We mean you no harm.” Tak stepped forward slowly. “You hold something
very dear to me and mine in yourhands. Please be careful with that.Mays looked at the figure
closely. The features were a little off. Tak looked like a Halfling, but not quite. Mays examined Tak
ashe got closer. Tak’s hands were outstretched,reaching for the rock in Mays’ hands. Hecould
see the membranes that stretchedbetween the arm and torso of the smallercreature.Tak
removed the rock gently from Mays’still hands.“What are you?” Mays whispered.The smaller
figure smiled.“I’m a Gargoyle, boy. A Crenelet to be exact.”“A Crenelet?”“Yes. A Crenelet. That’s
my tribe. I am Inspector Takel.”Mays sank to the ground slowly. He neededto sit
down.“Inspector?”A howl echoed through The Ruins. “Tak! Guardians!”Takel sprung to his feet
as a roar shook the room. He bolted out of the room. Mays, in a daze, followed.Mays found
himself down a different corridor. He was soon looking out on the central chamber again. Down
on the ground, Bloq was fighting with a large beast. Two lay on the ground around him.“Run,
boy! Get somewhere safe!” Takel shouted, as he fended off a beast resembling a wolf, only
carved out of stone. Mays watched in horror as the beasts’ jaws snapped only inches away from
the smaller figure’s face.Tak threw himself backward out of the way. Using his momentum he
moved up the wall and jumped off, landing himself on the stone wolf’s back. Two hand axes
flashed,and the stone wolf howled.The two rolled and struggled, each trying to gain an
advantage over the other. Tak Takel moved around the room, running hisfingers along the moss
covered stones. Eachfinger stroke uncovered more of the softglow.“My people were born here,
centuries ago.Or at least, that’s what some of us think.These rocks? They’re called lifestones.
Theyallow my people to procreate.”“Procreate?” Mays was having some trouble thinking
straight.“I’m not going to give you the ‘goblinsand gnomes’ speech. If you don’t knowwhat
procreation is, ask your father.” Takelsmirked.
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Endzeitgeist, “An Endzeitgeist.com review. This massive supplement is 98 pages long, 1 page
front cover, 1 page editorial, 4 pages ToC, 1 page SRD, leaving us with a massive 92 pages of
content, so let's take a look, shall we!Bernie McCormick, the author, kciks off this massive
supplement with some information on what made him design this supplement, as well as a word
of warning on the power of these gargoyles - via ARG-rules, they clock in at about 20 points. But
sinc, personally, I consider the ARG to be broken as all hell, I'll refrain from taking them apart by
these rules and instead show you what these gargoyles can do - and whether they work well in
their weight-class. After Rick Cox delivers a neat introductory short story, we hence are
introduced to the history of the gargoyle-race - artificially created, the vivid prose here creates a
well-considered justification for why gargoyles act as they do.Before we get into the truly
intriguing sections, we kick off with the "basic" standard gargoyle PC-race - the awakened
gargoyle: They are slow, get +2 Str, Dex and Con, -4 to Int and -2 to Wis and Cha, are ageless
(only their mental attributes improve - no physical decay), get a climb speed of 20 ft and may use
their wings to gain a feather fall-like effect. They also get +2 AC, may pose as statues ( take 20
on stealth to hide in plain sight when falling asleep), can manipulate small objects with their
prehensile tails and get natural claw attacks at 1d4. And they get 5+ class level SR - twice that
amount versus divine magic, which ties neat in the mythology of soulless and created. And yes,
this seems strong - but thankfully the race also gets some massive Achilles heels: When in stony
slumber, gargoyles take double damage from bludgeoning damage - and that stacks with the +1
per die damage they receive from bludgeoning damage. They also cannot be resurrected or
slain and they also need to consume 1/10th of their weight to stave off starvation. OUCH.
Though it should be noted, that general awakened gargoyles not adhering to a clan lack the
weight information of the clans, so you'd have to scavenge one of these - a minor detriment, but
one nonetheless. Oh, and while they can lower their SR for arcane magic, they can't lower their
spell resistance for divine magics, which means that healing will be massively problematic - a
massive drawback indeed and one that imho salvages this race from being plain OP and
actually deliver a unique gaming experience. well done!As all versions of gargoyles herein, basic
awakened gargoyles get extensive information on how they interact with other races as well as
favored class options for a variety of classes - alchemist, bard, fighter, magus, monk, ranger,
rogue, sorcerer, summoner, witch, wizard...and shadow assassin! (A Great base-class by SGG -
if you don't know it, check it out!). We also get a cool CR 7 sample creature built that way.Now if
you were a fan of the by now legendary gargoyles-animated series, you'll realize at least some
partial inspiration for the respective gargoyle clans introduced herein, with the first, the Trumeau,
being essentially the leaders of their kind: Trumeau get +2 Str & Con, -2 Wis, flight speed 30 ft at
clumsy maneuverability (replacing climb speed and gliding wings) and infernal blood replacing
the stony hide of the basic gargoyle), netting cold and acid resistance 5 and treat cha as 2
higher for sorceror class abilities and take +1 damage per die from good or holy sources,



replacing the prehensile tail and offsetting the relative power-gain with another weakness rife in
story-telling. Their favored class options also include one for antipaladins and again, massive
pieces of information for their interaction with other races and clans and we also get a CR 6
sample sorcerer.Clan Voussoi get +4 Str, -2 Dex and -2 Int, are large, get a base speed of 30 ft
and can't fly, gaining only +4 to fly checks due to their vestigial wings. They do get the option to
make AoOs that deal 1d10+1.5 str-mod with their tails at a reach of 5 ft in exchange for Natural
Armor and Stony Hide and need to actually eat 1/4 of their massive weight to avoid starvation -
brutish and massive, they get favored class options for alchemists, barbarians, fighters,
summoners, monks and rangers and also a sample gunslinger character as well as all the
information on interactions with other races.Clan Crenelt is the opposite on the physical scale -
they get +4 to Dex and Int, -2 to Str, Con and Wis, are small, have only a base speed of 20 ft and
lose their climb speed and, I assume, gliding wings - the pdf mentions wing attacks here, but the
gargoyles don't get one - so yeah. They also get +2 to Craft-checks relating to stone and metal
and always consider stealth a class skill and get +2 to stealth. They may also 1/day reroll a ref-
save, taking the better result. The clan also features a prankster bard sample NPC. And yes, I'd
usually be screaming "OP" by now - but the reduced movement rate and movement options
means that when these guys start failing stealth, they're in deep trouble - which is interesting,
even though I'd not a big fan of the double +4 to attributes...Clan Lesene get +2 Cha and Wis, -2
Str, additionally get the dragon subtype and get to choose from either acid, cold, electricity or
fire - and from either a 15 ft. cone or a 20 ft. line. 1/day, they may blast foes with this chosen
attack as a breath attack, replacing the prehensile tail and gliding wings. They may also choose
one non-damaging, non-attacking spell and choose that as a spell-like ability 1/day, but lose
their spell resistance. Which would make them overpowered again, were it not for the fact that
they get a vulnerability for +50% damage of the element contrary to their chosen breath weapon.
They are also the only class that gets favored class options for clerics, oracles etc. and we get a
neat oracle/witch sample character including familiar.Clan Bêtes (bête meaning btw. not only
"Stupid", but also "Beast" in French) is interesting in name and indeed - these gargoyles are
rather animalistic and get +2 to Str, Dex and Con, -2 to Cha, get a base speed of 50 ft. - and are
quadruped. No hands. +4 to CMD versus trip and +2 to initiative, get +2 to CMB made to bull
rush and overrun, may once per day fly into a frenzy for +2 Str and Con, -2 AC for one minute
and gets an additional primary bite attack at its size +1, resulting in e.g. 1d8 damage at their
standard medium size. They also get +3 natural armor bonus instead of the standard +2, can't
speak (!!!) and is essentially immortal. Yes. Immortal. Each of these gargoyles is sworn to a
rookery and while at least one member is alive, they automatically are raised from the dead after
24 hours. And yes, potential DMs allowing this race should consider VERY well whether they
allow it - but on the other hand, it makes for a very interesting option to play AND if you're
uncomfortable with it, just have the rookery be slain before game, making the gargoyle mortal.
They also get a sample character (a savage warrior level 7) and favored class options for
fighters, barbarians and monks.All right, the basic clans out of the way, next we get a massive



ecology of the gargoyles, including the concept of lifestone (from which they can create new
gargoyles) and a sample rookery (i.e. gargoyle-settlement) - and beyond this massive, awesome
article, we are also introduced to the Teuteur, Chercheur, Supplice and Furieux are introduced in
extensive detail before offering us tribe-specific archetypes. Gargoyles of the Supplice may for
example become the deadly bane of divine casters with their faithkiller inquisitor archetype.
Teuteurs may become stonehide defenders -gargoyle PALADINS. Yes, and the archetype is
actually rather cool. Chercheurs get a bardic archetype, the Tower-Seeker, focused on
communication and knowledge and the Fiendish Corrupter Witch of the Furieux that is either
sworn to draconic or devilish patronage, may increase their casting, lengthening it and taking
con-damage in exchange for more power. They also can contact other planes via their
possessed familiars and maintain summoning-enhancing bloodgates.Next up are 6 new racial
feats - none of which are overpowered as well as 13 well-crafted traits. There also are two feats
intended mostly for those not too content with the SR-drawback, increasing the chances to
suppress your SR when casting divine spells, allowing you to easier cast divine spells.
Interesting rules-wise would be the option to decrease your SR for a day to power your
channeling, add a metamagic feat that increases the level by +1, get +2 to saves versus effects
that penetrate your SR or sacrifice a massive amount of SR to lessen the effects of detrimental
spells overcoming your powersWant to further increase your gargoylish powers? There's a 5-
level racial paragon-class with d10, full BAB-progression, good fort- and ref-saves and 2+Int
skills per level. The class essentially boosts attributes, armor and claw damage and while it
lacked some information in this pdf's first iteration, this information has since been
updated.Furthermore, we get 6 new spells, allowing gliding gargoyles to fly, get razor sharp
claws, pronounce slumbering curses, send gargoyles into a petrified sleep or conjure a spectral
guardian to watch over your sleep. 4 new magic items are also included, as is an organization
obsessed with hunting down gargoyles and unearthing what made them possible, including a
fully statted level 11 summoner or a lawful good church that seeks to capture gargoyles and
imbue them with celestial energy. Yes, they may lose their personality and memory, becoming
obedient soldiers. Yes, the even lose their immortality, starting to age and die - but it's all for the
glory of the heavens! Disturbing, and again with two neat level 13 sample character. Of course,
we also get an evil inquisition hell-bent on eradicating gargoyles.Conclusion:Editing and
formatting are improved since the pdf's first iteration- now I have nothing to complain about -
these disciplines can be considered very good now. Layout adheres to a relatively printer-
friendly two-column b/w-standard and the pdf comes fully bookmarked for your convenience.
The artworks in b/w are nice. It is also extensively bookmarked with hyperlinks to d20pfsrd.com.I
was NOT looking forward to this pdf. After "Dwellers in Dreams" I expected the worst - which
would have sucked, since "gargoyles" constitute one of the rare series that defined my
childhood. I love them. You may have noticed me using the word "would" - yeah. Everything its
direct predecessor botched, this one does right - are the classes more powerful than the core
races? Yes, but they pay a massive price for this power, resulting in an overall balanced feeling.



Are some of these Clans focused on specific roles? Yes, and slightly more so than I would have
liked, but their UNIQUE racial abilities and weaknesses should make the resulting gaming
experience FUN and different.And yes, this shows that even ~20-point builds can come off as
something balanced with the core races when handled properly and not bloated with bland skill-
bonuses - kudos for TPK Games for getting it right so FAST! This is definitely a supplement to
check out, if not a perfect one. Hence my final verdict will clock in at 4.5 stars, rounded up to 5
due to having taken care of all complaints I had ready in my second draft of this review and a
heartfelt recommendation for aficionados of gargoyles and both players seeking to play them
and DMs wishing to craft a campaign featuring them. Congrats to the author-team Bernie
McCormick, Brian Berg and Rick Cox.Endzeitgeist out.”

The book by Lew Freedman has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 1 people have provided feedback.
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